




CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS
BRINGS ALL CHANNELS TOGETHER

Introduction
It’s very likely you are already using the cloud for your most important business applications – whether
your customer relationship management tools, accounting and banking systems, inventory manage-
ment, resource planning, website and more. Communicating via the cloud is the natural next step.

The cloud has matured in the computing world and is now the rule rather than the exception for all businesses, from small
start-ups to large enterprises. Today, smart businesses are expanding their cloud thinking to include cloud-based real time
communications. With no need for a full-time staff to manage the complexities of hardware and software, and with built in
continual availability, when you “rent” vs. “buy” your real time communications solution you’ll save money but more impor-
tantly empower your teams. Cloud communication solutions are flexible and scalable. Because you are merely subscrib-
ing to the service, as your team grows you can immediately and easily scale up; as your team changes, you can reduce
costs further by only paying per user, per month.

With no capital investment required, you only pay operating costs based on usage. With secure access made avail-
able through a simple Internet connection, your team can log in from anywhere, anytime and be more productive
with tools they enjoy using to collaborate with each other or customers and partners. Cloud communications can
even increase sales when you make it as easy as possible for your customers to get through to the right people,
increasing the odds of that inbound call resulting in a successful connection to the right person, or the next right
person based on easy and immediate call forwarding.

All of these benefits lead to less cost, happier customers, a more productive team, and the ultimate in flexibility.
It takes only a few weeks to make the switch from your old, expensive “phone system” to a complete cloud
communications solution including voice, messaging, and collaborative features.
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